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An journey into uncovering exactly how you block money and wealth at the 3rd chakra, how to
clear those "3rd chakra vows" against money using EFT/Tapping and how truly manifest at the
3rd chakra.

About the AuthorParis Ajana, the founder of Hoodoo Goddess LLC, is a descendant hoodoo
candlemaker. Gifted with a deeper understanding, she knows firsthand how to become aligned
with the process of manifestation. By utilizing spiritual and magical candles and other
metaphysical tools, she works directly with individuals who are on their magical and spiritual
journey. Advising based on individual needs, the Hoodoo Goddess guides the candle ritual
selection which will assist the seeker's growth and, most importantly, bring spiritual
transformation into their daily lives.Visit www.HoodooGoddess.com for ritual candles, candle
magic workshops, consultations, energy healing sessions, and more! Connect on Instagram
@HoodooGoddess.
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Welcome back. This is the book for the third Chakra. This time I’m going to start by reviewing
how the Chakra’s build on each other, because it becomes very important for the third Chakra.
So, in the first Chakra... the first Chakra is our body, it is everything physical in our life. So, as we
look down, if you were to actually look down at your legs; you’re looking down and feeling your
first Chakra.The second Chakra is our feelings, our emotions; how we sensually and sensorialy
take the world in. At the second Chakra we feel our deepest feelings and needs and wants. So,
as we come up to the third Chakra we look at our body and we say, “I am a one of a kind. There
is nobody on this planet that looks like me, that has a body like mine, and nervous system like
mine, a brain like mine.” And then you look at our second Chakra and we go, “There’s nobody on
the planet that feels like I do, that has the same desires and wants, and experiences the world in
the unique sensory way that I do.”So at the third Chakra we recognize, become aware of our
unique nature. Our one of a kind, never been seen before, never been again unique nature. So,
this is where we connect to our life purpose. Because your life purpose is about bringing the
unique nature of you, your unique gifts, that quality that is you out into the world for the benefit of
the entire world. So at the third Chakra you recognize I am a miracle.I am miraculous. And when
we recognize that, and we feel the deepest desires that we have from our second Chakra; both
our deepest desires for pleasure and passion, and our highest aspirations of what we want to
achieve in this world; it comes up to our third Chakra and we say, “Oh my God I have got to take
action and get myself out there, and be seen.”
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Prue, “Five Stars. Fun, playful, interesting concept”

The book by Margaret M Lynch has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 8 people have provided feedback.
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